
Top 3 reasons why companies choose 
to move to cloud
Did you know, 95% of Atlassian customers choose cloud from the start. And 
customers who originally chose server and recently migrated to the cloud,  
90% say they recommend making the switch*. So, why are so many Atlassian 
customers choosing cloud? The answer boils down to three core things: 

Time to value

Cloud helps teams move faster and collaborate 
more easily through better integrations and 
cloud mobile apps. Cloud customers can also  
flex capacity, ramp up new projects, and onboard  
departments - without losing precious time. 
It’s no surprise that improving the speed of IT 
delivery is one of the top reasons companies 
move to the cloud.
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ROI

When it comes to total cost of ownership, the 
equation looks different on cloud. On cloud, 
you’ll get security, compliance, and governance 
capabilities out-of-the-box, so you can  
re-allocate the time and labor you had been 
spending on those tasks to your company’s 
core mission instead. 65% of customers 
surveyed migrated to cloud to eliminate the 
costs of hosting and hardware.*
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“   Our cost analysis easily showed that we 
could spend less per year on cloud than 
server, as well as get more features and 
integrations and less downtime. It was an  
easy, no-brainer decision to make the jump.

 MARCUS HEIGHT,  
 IT Professional at ClearlyRated*

“   Atlassian Cloud saves our team time, 
which saves us money.

 EVAN LERER,  
 Director of Engineering, Redfin

Innovation

Atlassian is cloud-first, so the bulk of their 
innovation, research, and development 
investments are focused on cloud. That means 
cloud customers get a lot out of it - including 
immediate access to the latest innovations, 
updates, security upgrades, and compliance 
features. You’ll have access to the latest and 
greatest from Atlassian and never have to 
wonder if you’re up to date or falling behind.

After migration, 60% of companies 
say they felt peace of mind around 
maintaining security and version 
upgrades. 41% say employee 
satisfaction went up.*
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* Source: TechValidate survey of 320 Atlassian customers



While all of Atlassian’s products are built to unleash the potential of all teams, 
cloud differs in features, the benefits provided, and how it’s maintained. 

Compare cloud to on-premise deployments

Cloud Server Data Center

Security, compliance and reliability

Atlassian host your products

Flexible deployment architecture and hosting

Built-in security and encryption You control You control

Privacy and compliance controls by default You control You control

Rate limiting

Financially-backed uptime SLAs Premium & Enterprise

Data residency 1 You control You control

Simplified administration

Centralized user management Atlassian Access Atlassian Crowd Atlassian Crowd

Admin and product insights Admin insights Advanced auditing

Automatic updates and bug fixes You control You control

Change management control Premium & Enterprise

Seamless and connected

Marketplace apps 1000+ cloud apps 1000+ server apps 1000+ Data Center 
approved apps

Strategic SaaS partnerships 

SSO and identity integrations Atlassian Access Atlassian Crowd

Built-in automation Requires apps Requires apps

AI-powered predictive smarts

Mobile apps 2

Plans and purchasing

Product plans Free, Standard, 
Premium, Enterprise Standard Standard

Billing and invoicing Subscription Software license Subscription

Additional support options

User limit per instance 20,000 3 Unlimited Unlimited

Pricing Per-user or Tiered Tiered Tiered

Discounts for eligible academic 
and non-profit organizations

 1  Available on Enterprise and coming soon to Standard and Premium plans in Q3 2021
2 Requires upgrading to Jira Software or Core 8.3+, Confluence 6.8+, Jira Service Desk 4.12.2+
3 Contact us if you have more than 20,000 users

https://www.atlassian.com/trust/security
https://www.atlassian.com/trust
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